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Stellingen-Propositions 
Behorende bij het proefschrift-Belonging to the thesis 
More JAZ in the orchestration of jasmonate-mediated plant 
defense 
I. ZFARs act as co-repressors of JAZl in jasmonate-mediated plant defense. 
This thesis 
2. DELLAs modulate ORA59 activity through repressing the activity of ZF AR 
and JAZl. 
This thesis 
3. DELLAs serve as central regulators that mediate the crosstalk between the 
jasmonate and gibberellin signaling pathways. 
This thesis 
Hou et al. (2010) Dev. Cel/19, 884-894 
4. The salicylic acid signaling pathway inhibits jasmonate signaling not only by 
reducing the accumulation of ORA59 at the protein level, but also by inducing 
the gene expression level ofthe ZFAR repressors. 
This thesis 
Van der Does et al. (2013) Plant Cell 25, 744-761 
5. MED25 may be a central component of the switch between 
jasmonate/ethylene signaling or jasmonate signaling based on the observation 
that MEDIATOR25 (MED25) physically interacts on the one hand with ORA59 
and on the other hand with MYC2 in vitro and activates their transcription 
activity in vivo . 
Kidd et al. (2009) Plant Cell 21, 2237-2252 
Ou et al. (2011) Mol. Plant4, 546-555 
9evik et al. (2012) Plant Physiol. 160, 541-555 
Chen et al. (2012) Plant Cel/24, 2898-2916 
6. The fact that loss-of-function mutation ofMED16 blocksjasmonate/ethylene-
induced PDF1.2 gene expression suggests that MED16, similar to MED25, 
interacts with ORA59. 
Zhang et al. (2012) Plant Cell24, 4294-4309 
(:evik et al. (2012) Plant Physiol. 160, 541-555 
7. The repressors JAZ1 and JAZ8 form a heteromeric complex indicating that 
JAZ8 is also involved in repression of the activity of the transcription factor 
ORA59. 
Chini et al. (2009) Plant J. 59, 77-87 
8. Ca2+-dependent protein kinase 3 (CPK3) phosphorylates ZFARI in vitro and 
affects PDF1.2 gene expression, suggesting that phosphorylation of ZFAR1 
modulates its function in regulating ORA59 activity. 
Kanchiswamy et al. (2010) BMC Plant Bioi. 10:97. doi: 10.118611471-2229-10-
97 
9. Anxiety and stress can kill creativity and innovation in scientific research. 
10. Success belongs to the persevering except when you work on a model 
organism such as Arabidopsis. 
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